Inspiring Visit from Madhuban
BK Br Mohinder and BK Br Vivek in Vancouver - July 16 to July 21, 2018
In July, Vancouver family got the fortune of the visit of Baba’s 2 special jewels; BK
Brother Mohinder Paul and Brother Vivek Verma from our Home – Madhuban. With a
life wholly dedicated to Baba, both brothers brought for us the fresh and powerful
vibrations of Madhuban, and deep experience of their life’s journey with Baba. They
are light and easy; tireless and ever ready servers, and they radiate Baba’s love and
bliss in their attitude and actions.
Many programs were held with both the brothers in Vancouver, Surrey and Abbotsford in English,
Hindi and Punjabi language. With the full house at every event, souls took benefit from their insightful
knowledge and life’s experience sharing. We had enriching daily Murli and churning class with the
brothers during their stay. Brothers also went to Victoria (the capital of BC, which is in the island ; and 1
and half hour ferry ride away) and met the small Baba’s family there and shared Baba’s wisdom.
In Vancouver BK Center :

In Abbotsford; Historical Temple :

In Surrey BK Place :

With Victoria BK Family
Mohinder Bhai, who is serving as manager administration at Global hospital in Mount
Abu, holds utmost calm and maturity at all times. One of many jewels of knowledge he
shared with us is that the two virtues that make us close to Baba’s heart throne are :
Spiritual Tolerance and Humility. He brought our attention to check if we eagerly wait for
Amrit Vela everyday? When we flow with such deep love for Baba, all aspect of our life
flows effortlessly and seems as though someone came, did all our work quietly and left.
Vivek Bhai, who is now serving as poet and anchor at Godlywood Studio, Madhuban,
has a special way of sharing the deep knowledge points through his beautiful poems that
are deeply touched by Baba’s Love and Wisdom. One of his poems he shared has the
message that, “all is the game of perception.. first of all earn the art of elevated
perception.” He summarized the essence of our enlightened journey with Baba in 3 lines:
All my love is for Pyare Baba; Introversion is for myself; and my actions are for service.

Brothers visited few scenic places in Vancouver and Victoria. While enjoying the beautiful nature;
brothers constantly reminded us the unmatched beauty of Golden Age; our highest destination.

On the Ferry to Victoria

Grouse Mountain, Vancouver

Burnaby Mountain Park, Vancouver

The Butchart Garden, Victoria

Brothers emphasized on the importance of being lost in loving remembrance of Sweet Baba. With their
simplicity they reminded us that being simple is being Baba’s child in true sense. It was a great experience
with Br Mohinder and Br Vivek; and we thank Baba for having this valuable opportunity in the drama.
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